Let G be a semisimple connected linear Lie group, w, a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of G, tr2 an infinite-dimensional irreducible representation of G which has a nontrivial extension with w,. We study the category of all Harish-Chandra modules whose composition factors are equivalent to w, and
Introduction. In a series of articles [5] - [8] , I. M. Gelfand, Graev and Ponomarev classify all indecomposable Harish-Chandra modules of Sl(2, C). Since two representations with different infinitesimal characters cannot both be composition factors of the same indecomposable Harish-Chandra module, it suffices to classify the category H(\) of indecomposable Harish-Chandra modules with a given infinitesimal character X. I. M. Gelfand, Graev and Ponomarev show that for every infinitesimal character of Sl(2, C) H(\) is equivalent to a subcategory of a category which can be described as follows. The objects of 3£ are pairs Vx, V2 of finite-dimensional complex vector spaces together with linear maps If for some infinitesimal character À to Sl(2, C), H(X) contains a finite-dimensional representation it contains exactly 2 irreducible representations. In this case H(X) is equivalent to X. For all other infinitesimal characters of Sl(2, Q, H(X) is equivalent to a genuine subcategory of X. In this article we prove that part of this result is true in more generality.
Let G be a semisimple connected linear Lie group with Lie algebra g, i/(g) the enveloping algebra of g and irx, tr2 irreducible Harish-Chandra modules of U(q). The category of all indecomposable Harish-Chandra modules, whose irreducible composition factors are equivalent to -nx, -n2 is denoted by H(<nx, mj). Theorem 1. Assume trx is an irreducible finite-dimensional representation of G and m2 is an irreducible representation so that Extxu(9)(trx, tr2) =£ 0.
Then H(trx, wj) is isomorphic to a subcategory of 3E.
To prove this result we consider in the first part of the article a more general situation. We consider a category H(ttx, irj) where trx, m2 are irreducible representations with regular infinitesimal character such that dim Extlu(a)(irx, -nj) = 1, dim Ext[/(B)(ir2, -nj) < 1, dim Extxu(a)(tTx, trj) = 0 and such that there are representations 8¡, i = 1,2, of the maximal compact subgroup K of G such that dim Hornea,, wj) = 8¡r
We construct a functor from the category H(irx, it2) into the category X as follows. Let H(8j), H(82) be the subspaces of the isotypic components of (-n, H) g H(ttx, m2) which transform according to the highest weights of 5" 52. We construct is an object of X. Then we show that under these assumptions H(irx, mjj is equivalent to a subcategory of 3E.
In the second part of the article we study extensions of finite-dimensional representations by irreducible infinite-dimensional ones and prove Theorem 2. Assume w, is a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of G, tr2 is an irreducible infinite-dimensional one.
(a) dim E\txU(a)(Trx, mjj = dim Ext^^, -nj) = 1. (b) If dim ExíJ^g^,, trj) = 1, every nontrivial extension of mx by ir2 is equivalent to a subrepresentation of a principal series representation.
(c) Under the assumptions of (jo) dim Ext^^, tt,) < 1.
So the assumptions of the first part are satisfied if we choose for wx the one-dimensional representation of G and for m2 an irreducible representation with Ext^g^w,, -nj) t^ 0. So we conclude that H(-nx, -n2) is equivalent to a subcategory of £. Now Theorem 1 follows using tensoring functors.
The author would like to thank D. Vogan for many helpful suggestions as well as I. E. Segal for his interest in an early stage of this work.
1. Notations and definitions. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center, K its maximal compact subgroup, P = MAN a minimal parabolic subgroup. We denote the Lie algebra of a subgroup of G by the corresponding small German letter. The complex dual of a subalgebra g, is denoted by g',.
A representation tt: G -> Aut H, H a Banach space, is said to have length n if there is a chain of closed w-invariant subspaces 0 = H0 c Hx c • • • C H" = H such that the representation on H¡/H¡_x ^ 0 is irreducible. For each representation it: G -* Aut H we call the representation of the enveloping algebra i/(g) of g on the space of Â^-finite vectors the associated Harish-Chandra module, which will be denoted also by (tt, H) or sometimes simply by tt.
The set of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of K is denoted by K. We call 8 G K a AT-type of the Harish-Chandra module tt if for ts G 8, HomK(Ts, tt) =£ 0.
A compatible (g, K) module is called admissible if (a) it is finitely generated as a U(q) module, (b) dim Hom^T^, tt) < oo for all ts G 8 G K. By a theorem of W. Casselman [2] each admissible (g, K) module is equivalent to a Harish-Chandra module associated to a representation of G of finite length. So we will not distinguish between representations of finite length and admissible (g, K) modules.
Let it: G -> Aut H be a representation of finite length. It is said to be indecomposable if it is not equivalent to a direct sum of representations. The maximal subrepresentation, which decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible representations, is called the socle of ttx. Let Let 7T,, tt2 be irreducible representations of G. A representation it of length 2 is called an extension of ttx by tr2if ttx and tt2 are equivalent to composition factors of tt and if w, is a subrepresentation of tt. The extension it is nontrivial if it is indecomposable. We call tt an w-fold self-extension of an irreducible representation 7T0 if tt is indecomposable, has length m and all its composition factors are equivalent to tt0.
For any two irreducible Harish-Chandra modules ttx, tt2 we define ExtXma)(irx, tt2) as the group of equivalence classes of short exact sequences 0-* ttx -> w -> 7r2 -»0 as in [1] . Denote by e(TTx, irj) the number of equivalence classes of representations which are extensions of ttx by tt2.
1.1. Lemma, //dim Ext^^,, tt2) = 1, then e(trx, tt2) = dim Ext^w,, tt2) = 1.
Proof. Let tt: G -> Aut H be a nontrivial extension of (ttx, Hj) by (7r2, Hj). We may assume Hx c H. Let F be a subspace of H so that (a) 17(g) V is dense in H,
Let ¿/(g)'' be the stabilizer of V in 17(g). We can choose a basis u,, u2 of V so that 17(g) ^ acts as upper triangular matrices. For X G C \ 0 put Tx = (o x) and *x1f'" ^l^"1-
7rA|K is a representation of 17(g)K and extends to an admissible representation ttx of 17(g), which is equivalent to tt. On the other hand, the exact sequences 0 -» 77, -» TT -> 77? -* 0, 0 -» 77, -* 77,. -» 77-, -* 0
are not equivalent. Q.E.D. Let i)c c g ® C be a Cartan subalgebra, 2 the roots of (i)c, g ® C), 2+ the positive roots and Q+ the corresponding dominant Weyl chamber. Write Wc = W(q ® C, hc) for the Weyl group of 2.
Let Z(g) denote the center of 17(g). If S(hc) is the symmetric algebra of hc, then Harish-Chandra has defined an algebra isomorphism £: Z(g) -> S(hc)H'c. We say an admissible module 77 has infinitesimal character y, if z G Z(g) acts by the scalar £(z)(y) and y is contained in the closed Weyl chamber Q+. The representation is said to have singular infinitesimal character if y G Q+ \ G+. Otherwise the infinitesimal character is called regular.
We recall from [1] the 1.2. Lemma. Assume ttx, tt2 are irreducible representations with different infinitesimal characters. Then Ext£/(e)(,ri' "2) = °-2. The category H(ttx, tt2). Let 77,, 772 be irreducible inequivalent representations of G. We write H(ttx, tt2) for the abelian category which has as objects HarishChandra modules, whose composition factors are either isomorphic to 77, or to 7r2. The morphisms are homomorphisms between Harish-Chandra modules.
We associate to 77,, 772 a graph as follows. We represent 77, and 772 by dots and join 77, with 77, by dim Ext[/(a)(77(, ttj) arrows. Below each dot we write the number of the representation it represents and write T(i,j) for the arrows from dot(/) to dot(y).
Define a representation of a graph to be a map which maps each dot into a finite-dimensional complex vector space and each arrow into a linear map between the corresponding vector spaces.
If V = {Vx, V2,A(t)} and W = {Wx, W2, B(t)} are two representations we define a morphism from V to W to be a pair (C,, Cj) with C,: V¡ -* Wt so that for
The category of representations of a graph is an abelian category [3] , [13] . Hence direct summands, subrepresentations, Jordan-Holder series, length, height and irreducibility are defined.
We call the sum of the dimensions of the two vectorspaces the dimension of the representation. Now assume for this section that (A) the infinitesimal character of 772 is regular,
(D) dim Ext^TT,, ttj) = 0, (E) there exist ô, G K, i = 1, 2, so that for ts_ G 5, dim Hom^Tç, wj) = ÓV.
Our first main result will be that under these assumptions H(ttx, tt2) is isomorphic to a subcategory of the representations of the graph D associated to (ttx, ttj).
Let 8X, 82G K satisfying E. For (77, H) G H(ttx, ttj) denote by Hs, Hs the corresponding isotypic components of 77. Let nk be the nilradical of a Borel subalgebra bk = hkc © ek of f ffi C, X(8X), X(82) G hk the highest weights of 5" 82 and H(8X), H(82) the corresponding highest weight spaces of Hs, Hs . Obviously the multiplicity of 77, in the Jordan-Holder series of 77 is equal to the dimension of H(8j).
For 8 G K write / for the kernel of 8 in 17(f) and for 8, a G K put
2.1. Lemma. Let tt be a nontrivial extension of tt¡ by tTj, i,j = 1, 2, i =£j. There exists a (nonunique) X'J G U(q)s'Sj with w(X*):H(Sj)^H (8,) .
Proof. Since 77 is generated by H(8j) there exists at least one X'J G U(q)SiSj with this property. Q.E.D.
Proposition.
There exists at least one Xo G U(q)SíSj so that for all (tt, H) G H(ttx, ttj,, n(XV): H(8j) -» H(Sj).
Proof. The Cartan subalgebra hc acts semisimply on gc and i/(g). We may choose aiiXG U(q)s"Sj satisfying Lemma 2.1 which is contained in the eigenspace for the eigenvalue X = X(8j) -X(8¡ The functor xp is a functor between abelian categories and we will show next that it is a monomorphism. If 77 G H(ttx, ttj) we write 77, for the socle of 77 and xp(ir)s for the socle of xp(w).
Obviously xp(tTs) c ^P(tt)s.
2.5. Lemma. xP(ttJ) = xP(tt)s.
Proof. We prove this by inductions on the height of 77. Let 77 be a representation of height n, 77 = ®j=xttj, where ttj is indecomposable of height < n. Then (77) = ®'J=X xP(ttJ). Since tts = © j_, tt/ and ^(77), = © j_, ^(ir/) we may assume that 77 is indecomposable.
Assume now 77 is a representation of height 2 and let v G H(8X) © H(8j), v G tts. We may assume that v is contained in a subrepresentation 77' of 77 and that 77'/tt) is irreducible. But 77 ' is a subrepresentation of a direct sum of representations of On the other hand, 77' n tt2 = {0} since xP(ttx n 772) = xP(ttx) n Mv2) = vx n v2 = 0. We now proceed by induction on the length of 77. Let 771, 772 G H(irx, tt2) so that xp(trx) = xP(tt2). Then xP(ttxs) = i|4>J) = i|4>x)s = xP(tt2)s. Since the length of ttx/ttxs and tt2/tt\ is smaller than the length of 77' and 772, and since «r'W'r'K) » *(«V»i) s *("2/"l) = "K^M"!).
we deduce ttx/ttxs qk tt2/tt\. Consider now the sequences Proof. This follows from the remarks after Lemmas 2.4 and 2.10. Q.E.D. Remark. In the proof of Corollary 2.11 we used only that X2 satisfies the following conditions: Proof. Assume XX2 X2X does not act nilpotently on H(8X). Then it has at least one eigenvector vx with eigenvalue À ^ 0. Let Wx be the submodule generated by u, and let W2 be the submodule of Wx generated by v2 = tt(X2X)vx. Since Tt(Xx2)tt(X2J)Vx = Xvx G Wx we have Wx = W2.
Let W be a maximal invariant subspace of Wx which does not contain vx and hence not v2. So Wx/ W has composition factors equivalent to 77, and 772.
Assume there exists an invariant subspace Wx so that W G Wx g Wx and Wx/W is isomorphic to 7r2. So vx G Wx, and since Wx is invariant v2 G Wx. But this contradicts the choice of Wx.
By the same argument we show that Wx/ Whas no subrepresentation isomorphic tO 77,.
Since 77 and hence Wx/W have finite length, we get a contradiction. Q.E.D. Let X be the infinitesimal character of 7r2. Put X(tt2) = xp(X2)(X2). Since X2 -X(tt2) acts nilpotently on (77', H) G H(ttx, tt2), its restriction to //(Sj) is nilpotent.
Let 0 = H0 g ■ • ■ G H, = H be a maximal proper chain of Í7(g)-invariant subspaces. Its intersection with H(8X) and H(82) defines chains
= H(82)G ■ ■ ■ G H(82)t = H(82).
After changing the enumeration we may assume that H(8j)j is a nontrivial subspace of H(8j)J+x. We may choose a basis vx, . . . ,vs of H(8X) so that <o" ...,«■> = H(8x)j and a basis wx, . . . , wr of H(82) so that (wx, . . . , w,> = H(82)¡. We call this a basis according to the invariant subspace structure. Write
Next we list some properties of representations in H(ttx, ttj) which will be used later. Proof, (a) and (b) follow from matrix computations. To prove (b), it suffices to show that 77 has a subrepresentation isomorphic to 7r2. Assume 77 has only one subrepresentation 77 ' and 77 ' is isomorphic to 77,. Since 77(^2 -a(t72)) is a nontrivial intertwining operator, its image is a subrepresentation of 77. But 77, is contained in the kernel of tt(X2 -X(tt2)). Hence its image contains only subrepresentations isomorphic to 772. So we get a contradiction. Now (b) follows by matrix computations.
Lemma, (a) All indecomposable representations 77 G H(ttx, ttj) with dim H(8X)
Q.E.D. 3.3B. Theorem. Let n G N. There exist constants ju. = p(trx, tt2, 8x, 8j), p2, . . . , ix"_, so that, if it G H(ttx, tt2) and length of tt = n, then
Since the proofs of Theorems 3.3A and 3.3B are quite similar, we will give only the proof of Theorem 3.3A in detail. The proof is divided into a series of lemmas.
Assume for the moment that with length of 77' equal to n, < n. tt° = ttx © 772 and assume nx + n2 > n. Then
with arbitrary y¡, n < ; < nx + n2. Hence it suffices to prove Theorem 3.3A for indecomposable representations of length n.
If the length of 77 is smaller than 4, then by Lemma 3.2(a), (b) Theorem 3.3A
holds for all y G (C \ 0). So the theorem holds if H(ttx, tt2) contains only indecomposable representations of length smaller than 4. We assume therefore from now on that H(ttx, ttj) contains indecomposable representations of length larger than 3. We first state a number of reduction techniques. Assume Theorem 3.3A holds
for n -1.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 3.4. Lemma. Assume there exists tt G H(ttx, tt2) indecomposable and of length n. Assume furthermore, that there exist submodules tt' and tt" of length shorter than n, so that 77 = 77' u 77". Let y, y2, . . . , y"_, be as in Theorem 3.3A. Then for each Y"-.eC\0
Proof. Let tt'0, tt'¿ be the submodules isomorphic to 77' n 77" of 77' and 77", respectively. There exists an isomorphism a: tt'0 -» tt'¿ such that 77 is isomorphic to Proof. There exist subrepresentations 77' and 77" of 77, 77,' ¥= tr'j, such that 77 is isomorphic to a subrepresentation of 77' © 77". Since the lemma holds for 77' © 77", it holds also for each subrepresentation.
Q.E.D.
3.6. Lemma. Assume there exists tt G H(ttx, tt2) indecomposable and of length n. Assume furthermore, tt has a subrepresentation tt2 isomorphic to tt2. Let y, y2, ■ ■ ■ , yn-2 be as in Theorem 3.3A. Then for each yn_, G C
Proof. Choose a basis vx, . . . , v¡ of H(8j) and wx, . . . , wr of H(82) according to the invariant subspace structure of 77; we may assume wr G tt2. Put 77 = 77/772 and Wj, Vj for the corresponding projections of w¡ and v¡. Then by assumption
and mfX2 -X(772))""y = 0, i = 1, . . . , r. So for all y"_, G C
On the other hand, since 77(^2 -X(tt2))" w¡ = 0 for /' = 2, . . . , r.
we have for all yn_, G C and i -2, ..
and for all y"_, G C
where u is contained in an invariant subspace in xP(tt2) n H(8j). Since
and 77(Ar,2)77(*2,)77(A',2)w, G H(8j), u = 0. Q.E.D.
3.7. Lemma. Assume there exists 77 G H(ttx, tt2) indecomposable and of length n. Assume furthermore that 77 has a maximal subrepresentation 77' such that 77/77' is equivalent to 77,. Let y, y2, . . . , y"_2 be as in Theorem 3.3A. Then for each y"_, G C 77(*,2){ 7?(*2) -X(772)Id -Y77(*2,*,2) -£ y,(7?(^2) " A(772)Id)' ! = 0.
Proof. We have tt(X2) = ¥(Xj). Thus
We continue by studying some special representations a bit more closely. We say that 77 satisfies condition (S), if (77, H) G H(ttx, tt2) is indecomposable and dim H(8X) = dim //(ó^) = 2.
3.8. Lemma. There exists a unique y such that for all 77 satisfying condition (S)
Proof. Let 77 be a representation satisfying condition (S). Choose a basis vx, v2 G H(8X), ux, u2 of H(82) so that tt(Xx2)tt(X2x) and ttXX^ttvA",^ are lower triangular matrices with one or zero in the lower left corner.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Considering a representation equivalent to tt, we may assume that ax = a3 = 1 and X, = X2 = X. To prove the lemma it suffices to show that we can choose the same constant X for all representations satisfying (S).
Let 77 be such a representation. We first assume that xp(ir) is in the prior form (we will refer to this form as standard form). Then 77 has a maximal subrepresentation (77', //') with dim H'(8X) = 2, dim H'(82) = 1.
But by 3.2(a) 77' is uniquely determined by tt(X2x\h,^s > and tt(Xx2),h,^ ,. Hence so is 77(Ar2)|//(S ). Thus X, = X is uniquely determined by the representation 77'. So we put y = X. Q.E.D.
3.9. Lemma. There exists a unique p G C such that for all tt satisfying condition (S)
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.8. To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that each representation with these properties is isomorphic to an extension of 77, by 772.
Let 17 be such a representation. Write 777-for a nontrivial extension of 77, by 772. Assume first that 17 has a subrepresentation U isomorphic to a nontrivial extension of 77r by 77,. Then U is isomorphic to one of the representations of Lemma 3.2(a). Hence by property (b), 17 ¥= U. By Lemma 3.2(c) the only nontrivial extension of U by an irreducible representation in H(ttx, tt2) satisfying (a) is isomorphic to a representation considered in Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9. Hence the proof of Lemma 3.8 implies that X2 does not act as scalar on U and thus on 17.
Assume now that 17 has a subrepresentation U isomorphic to a nontrivial extension of 77r by 7r2. Thus by Lemma 3.2(b), U has two irreducible subrepresentations. So we get a contradiction to (a).
On the other hand, (a) and (b) imply that 17 has a subrepresentation isomorphic to 77r. So 17 = 77r. Q.E.D.
3.12. Lemma. Suppose tt satisfies condition Tn. Then ttx is isomorphic to an extension of ttx by tt2.
Proof. By Lemma 3.11,77 ' contains a subrepresentation isomorphic to 77r and it has a unique subrepresentation isomorphic to 77,. Hence by Lemma 3.2(b) 77' does not contain a subrepresentation isomorphic to an extension of 77r by 772. Proof. Consider tt/tt"1'2.
This representation has at most length 4, since TTm~x/TTm~2 is isomorphic to a subrepresentation of 771. tt/Trm~2 has a subrepresentation isomorphic to 77, and is indecomposable.
Assume Tt/TTm~2 has length 3. Then by Lemma 3.11, Trm~x/Trm~2 is irreducible and isomorphic to 77,. Hence tt/tt"1'2 is isomorphic to a representation considered in Lemma 3.2(b) and therefore 77/77™ ' ^ ttt. So tt has length 4 and is isomorphic to a representation considered in Lemma 3.8 and thus 77m_1 /V"1-2 = 77r.
To complete the proof, repeat the argument for 77m~', ...,77'. Q.E.D. Remark. This implies, in particular, dim H(8X) = dim //(ó^ = m an<3 thus n = 2m. Hence we get recursion relations for y2, . . . , y2m_,, which determine y2, . . . , ym uniquely, whereas ym + " . . . , y2m^, are arbitrary.
Since relations between 77(^,2), tt(X2X), tt(X2) depend only on the equivalence class of the representation, the lemma follows. Q.E.D.
Remark. Each representation 7? satisfying condition Tm, m < n, is equivalent to a subrepresentation of a representation 77 satisfying condition Tn. So, if y, y2, . . . , y"_, are the constants for 77, then
Proof of Theorem 3.3A. Suppose first n is even. Suppose furthermore there exist 77 G H(ttx, tt2) indecomposable and satisfying condition Tn. Letj y, y2, . . . , y"_i be as in Lemma 3.14. Each representation of length n either satisfies condition Tn or the assumptions of Lemmas 3.4-3.7. Thus it suffices to show that, for each representation tt of length m <n, yx, . . . , ym_, satisfy the conditions of the theorem. By applying Lemmas 3.4-3.7 again we see that it suffices to prove the theorem if 77 satisfies condition Tm, m < n. In this case, it follows from the remark. Now suppose n odd and suppose there exists 77 G H(ttx, tt2) satisfying the condition Tn_x. Let y,, . . . , y" be the constants of Lemma 3.14. Each representation of length n satisfies the conditions of Lemmas 3.4-3.7. Thus it suffices to show that for a representation 77 of length m < n, y,, y2, . . ., ym_, satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Applying Lemmas 3.4-3.7 again, it suffices to prove the theorem if 77 satisfies condition Tm with m < n -1. In this case it follows from the remark.
Let n0 be the largest integer such that there exists a representation satisfying condition Tn . Let y, y2, . . -, y" _, be the constants of Lemma 3.14. Suppose n > n0. Each representation of length n satisfies the assumptions of License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let vx, . . . , t)("+1)/2 and wx, . . . , w(n_X)/2 be a basis of H(8j) and H(8j) respectively, according to the subspace structure. We may assume n(X2i)v, = wt, i=l,...,(nl)/2, *ÍX2j)t><n+l)/2 = 0, '^(XX2)W¡ = t5,+ " 77(^2) w, = 2«yw,-y + X(t7)w,.. j Since the subrepresentation generated by w, satisfies condition T" aiX = y, a0 = ßy (Notation as in Lemma 3.14.) Hence all representations 77 satisfying the above assumptions are equivalent.
3.16. Proposition. Let n G N, y, y2, . . . , y"_,, \l, p2, . . . , nn_x be the constants of Theorems 3.3A and 3.3B respectively. We may choose p = y and p¡ = y¡.
Proof. Let m0 be the largest integer such that there exist representations satisfying Tm or Qm . It suffices to prove the proposition for representations satisfying Tn or Qn, n < m0, since we used these representations to calculate the constants. 3.17. Theorem. xp0 is a monomorphism of H(ttx,tt2) into a subcategory of X. Furthermore, xp0 maps indecomposable representations in H(ttx, tt2) into indecomposable objects in 3L.
Proof. For n G N let y, y2, . . . , y"_, be the constants satisfying Theorem 3.3A. Here ¿(77, u, ü) is a countable set in a' andpXu¡¿ is a polynomial on a for fixed X, u, it. We say /t is an exponent of <û, Tr(g)u> if a*1 has a nonzero coefficient in the previous expansion.
Denote by £(77) the union of all exponents of all AT-finite matrix coefficients of 77.
Let X, p G a'; then we write p < Xif X -p = 2^e2+ n¡a, n¡ E NX {0} and 2+ the set of positive roots in a'.
Finally, call the minimal elements £°(7r) of £(77) with respect to this ordering relation the leading exponents of 77.
If 770 is a composition factor of 77, then obviously £° (770) Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.1 and Frobenius reciprocity.
Q.E.D. We close this section with some remarks about "leading exponent embeddings". Here we consider t <8> it as a representation of Z7 which is trivial on N. Now suppose 77,, 772 are representations, 7r, is irreducible and £°(7r,) c ¿(wj). Suppose 77 is a nontrivial extension of 77, by 772 and 77, is the socle of 77. Let p G |°(77,), ix G £(t72) and consider the embedding in a principal series representation defined by p. Since 77, is the socle of 77, the embedding is either an isomorphism or its kernel contains 77,. But this latter case is impossible since this embedding is in particular an embedding of tt,. Thus we proved 4.5. Corollary.
Under the prior assumptions, tt is isomorphic to a subrepresentation of a principal series representation. The proof is left to the reader. 5.4. Lemma. Let tt: G -* Aut H be a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of G. tt has a unique leading exponent which is contained in the closure of the negative Weyl chamber.
Proof.
The leading exponent of 77 is the lowest weight (with respect to 2+).
In particular, the leading exponent of a finite-dimensional representation 77: G -» Aut H is the only weight of a on Hn. So by Frobenius reciprocity and [10] there is a unique principal series representation 17(77) with subrepresentation 77.
5.5. Proposition. Let 77, be a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of G. Each nontrivial extension tt of 77, by an irreducible representation tt2 is equivalent to a subrepresentation of the principal series representation U(ttx).
Proof. Let hc be a Cartan subalgebra of gc. We may assume g n f)c = t © a where t = bc n f. For X G £)' we write X = (X,, X2) with X, G t', X2 G a'.
Let A+ be a set of positive roots of (hc, gc) compatible with 2 + . Put p = 2 2"eA+ aLet y G Q+ c f)' be the infinitesimal character of tt,. By Lemma 1.2 y is also the infinitesimal character of 772. All translates of y -p under Wc are weights of 77,. There exists a y G {w(y -p), w G Wc) such that y2 is the leading exponent of 77,. Furthermore <y2, y2> > <y2, y2> for all y' G {w(y -p),w G Wc).
By [10] the leading exponent of a principal series representation is contained in the negative Weyl chamber of a' and in particular the leading exponent of 17(77,) is equal to y2. Furthermore all composition factors of 17(77,) with exception of 77, have leading exponents of length smaller than y2.
By Proposition 4.4 77 is equivalent to a subrepresentation of a Jordan representation indp t, where t is a representation of MAN, indecomposable and of length at most 2. By Lemma 5.1t= tm®x, where x is a two-dimensional indecomposable representation of A. Since U(ttx) is a subrepresentation of ind£ t, Lemma 5.4 implies that x ,s a two-dimensional extension of y2. Hence ind£ t is a two fold self-extension of 17(77,) and therefore all composition factors of ind£ t with leading exponent y2 are equivalent to 77,. Now the proposition follows from 4.6. Q.E.D. Recall some definitions and results of [10] , [15] , [18] . Let P = MPAPNP be a parabolic subgroup of G, ~ZP the roots of (g, ap) and 1,p the set of positive roots determined through N . We identify x e a'P 'with the function x(an) = a* = ex(loga), a G A, n G N. Let t be a tempered representation of Mp, x e &'p-The representation U(P, t, x) = md'j, t ® x 1S called a generalized principal series representation. If P is minimal, generalized principal series representations and principal series representations coincide.
Assume Re x has a strictly negative inner product with all roots a G 2P. Then U(P, t, x) has a unique irreducible subrepresentation U(P, t, x), the Langlands subquotient of U(P, t, x) [11] . Each irreducible representation 77 of G is equivalent to a representation U(P, t, x) for some P, t, x-We call P, r, x the Langlands parameter of 77 if 77 = U(P, r, x)-Furthermore, if P is cuspidal and x is singular with respect to some root, then U(P, t, x) = © U(Pt, t" x)-¡el Here / is finite and each U(P¡, r¡, xj) is a generalized principal series representation, P¡ = MjAjNj D P and Re x is nonsingular with respect to all roots of a, in n,.
Let 77 be a Harish-Chandra module. We define Py(ir) = {v G tt\ there exists a positive integer n such that (z -xp(z)(y))"v = 0 for all z G Z(g)}.
Then 77 = ©yeg ^(77 ) is a finite sum.
Let 77s be a finite-dimensional irreducible g-module with highest weight 8 G G and 77* its contragradient. Since 77 <8> tts and tt ® tt* are Harish-Chandra modules for a finite covering group of G we can define «r^ V) = Py + S(PyW ® *#) and 4>J.S(tt) = Py.S(Py(TT) ® 77«*).
The stabilizer of y in the Weyl group Wc is denoted by Wy.
5.6. Theorem [15] , [18] . (a) // Wy = Wy_s, xp^_s and ^_s are monomorphisms, xpy_s<pyY_sTT = tt for any representation tt with infinitesimal character y. In particular, the image of a generalized principal series representation is a generalized principal series representation.
(h) If Wy G rVy_s and \Wy\ -1, then the image of an irreducible Harish-Chandra module under <f>7_5 is either irreducible or zero and the image of a generalized principal series representation is zero or a generalized principal series representation.
(c) //t7 is the Langlands subquotient of a generalized principal series representation U and <pj-S'ïï ^ 0, then <pyr_sTT is the Langlands subquotient of <¡>y_sU.
Suppose 77, is a finite-dimensional irreducible representation with infinitesimal character y G G+ (with respect to 2 + (gc, hc)). For each simple root ß G 2 + (gc, Oc) let 8(ß) be the fundamental weight with (8(ß), ßj = 1. Put y(ß) = (2<y, /?>/</?, ß})8(ß).
There exists a finite-dimensional representation of the universal covering group with highest weight y(ß). In [15] it was shown that for each infinite-dimensional representation 7r2 with infinitesimal character y there exists a simple root ß G 2 + (gc, hc) so that <t>j-y{ß)TT2 ¥= 0. Since <f>yY_y(/8)77 = <bj-y(ß)ir2 ¥= 0, <t>y-yiß)Tr2 is a subrepresentation of 4>y-y(ß)U(Trj). Let C = T+A be the Cartan subgroup of G whose vector part is equal to the Iwasawa A. We may assume that hc = cc and that 2 + (gc, h¿) is compatible with S;. Write y(ß) = (yx(ß), y2(ß)), where yx(ß) G t, and y2(y8) G a'.
If X G t' write rx for a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of M whose highest weight vector transforms under T+ according to X.
Assume U(ttx) = U(P, tx, x)-Then *J-ylß)U(P' ^ X) = U(P, Tx + y¡{/3), x + y2(ß)) [15] and -(x + y2(ßj) is dominant with respect to 2^, for the minimal parabolic subgroup P. Here U(P, rx + y (ß), x + y2(ß)) is a direct sum of generalized principal series representations and each of these representations has exactly one subrepresentation, namely, its Langlands subquotient and all these Langlands subquotients are mutually inequivalent. Q.E.D. In this section we estimate the dimension of Ext^^, 772) and show that 77,, 772 satisfy the assumptions (A)-(D) of §2.
We start with some general considerations about principal series representations. Let t: P -» Aut V be a representation of a parabolic subgroup P = MAN such that r(pn) = t(/>) for p G P, n G N. Let We also will make use of some results about intertwining operators [9] , [15] , which we will recall now. For each set 2+ of positive roots there exists a unique parabolic subgroup Q = MANQ such that 2+ = 2¿.
Let U(P, t, x) be a generalized principal series representation. We assume that x is nonsingular and strictly dominant with respect to 2^. Let P be the parabolic subgroup opposite to P. 6.2. Theorem [10] , [15] . (a) TTtere exists an intertwining operator I(P, P, t, x): U(P, t, x) -» U(P, t, x). 6.3. Proposition [15] . Suppose I(P¡, P¡+\, t, x) 's not an isomorphism. There exists a subrepresentation V = V(P¡, r, x) of U(P¡ n M¡, t, X^han) sucn tnat ker /(/>,., /%" t, x) = ind« V % X¡A¡N, V(P¡, t, x) is the unique maximal nontrivial subrepresentation of u(p¡ n M,., t, X|A#(n^Ai)-6.4. Proposition.
Let P = MPAPNP be a cuspidal parabolic subgroup of G and U(P, t, x) a generalized principal series representation with Re x strictly dominant with respect to ~2.P. Suppose Q = MpApNq is another parabolic subgroup. If HomMa)( U(P, t, x) , U(Q, t, x)) + 0 then U(P, t, x) and U(Q, t, x) are isomorphic.
Proof. Let P be the parabolic subgroup opposite to P. Then by Proposition
6.3(d)
/(/>, P, r, x) U(P, t, x) = U(P, t, x) • (♦)
Write P = MAN. Assume U(P, t, x) is a subrepresentation of U(Q, t, x) for Q = MAN0. By Proposition 6.3(b), _ _ I(P, P, r, x) = I(Q, P, r, x)l(P, Q, T, x) and by Proposition 6.3(d), I(P, Q, t, x)U(P, t, x) -U(P, t, x) •
We will now show that I(Q, P, t, x) is an isomorphism.
Let r be the distance from 2e to 2^,. By Proposition 6.3(c), there exists a sequence Px = Q, . . . , Pr -P of parabolic subgroups such that /(ß. P, r, x) = I(P,-v P» t, x) • • ■ I(Pv P» r, X).
So I(Q, P, t, x) is an isomorphism if each factor is an isomorphism.
Suppose I(Q, P, t, x) is not an isomorphism and let i0 be the first index i for which I(P¡, Pi+X, r, x) is not an isomorphism. Then U(P, t, x) is a subrepresentation of U(P¡, t, x) and hence by Lemma 6.1 and Proposition 6.3 U(P, r, x) is contained in the kernel of I(P¡, Pi+l, t, x)-Since U(P, r, x) occurs with multiplicity one in the Jordan-Holder series of U(P, t, x), we get a contradiction to (*).
6.5. Proposition [14] . Let P = MAN, Q = MAN0 be minimal parabolic subgroups, x G a, t G M. where c = c(P, 0) G C \ 0.
6.6. Proposition. Let P = MAN be a minimal parabolic subgroup and x e °' w'(h Re x dominant with respect to 1,p. Let t G M. Then &(P, P, t, x)U(P, t, x) is a direct sum of the irreducible subrepresentations of U(P, t, x)-
Proof.
This follows from [10] and the construction of the operators &(P, P, T, X). 6.7. Corollary.
Let P = MAN be a minimal parabolic subgroup, a a simple root in HP so that Oa = a, x G a' so that Re <x, a> =0 and Re <x, ßj > 0 for ß G HP, ß =£ a, and let t G M. Suppose Q = MANQ is another parabolic subgroup, andTT0G U(P,T,x).If Homui9)(TT0, U(Q, t, x)) ¥-0 then U(P, r, x) and U(Q, t, x) are isomorphic.
Proof. If U(P, t, x) is indecomposable then 770 = U(P, t, x) and therefore we can use the same argument as in Proposition 6.4. Suppose now U(P, t, x) is not indecomposable. Then License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
We denote by t + , t~ the two composition factors of the reducible principal series representation of Sl(2, R). Then t1 = t+ <8> a, t2 = t~ <8> a with o G M.
Let T be the outer automorphism of Sl(2, R). We extend T to an automorphism of M XA '.Thus (t+ ®a®x')r = T~ ®° ®x\ and (t~ ®a ® xl)T = f + ®<r ® x'-So if (2 ' = M 'y4 'A/g is a parabolic subgroup, then U(Q\ r', x1) = £/(ß', (rOr, x')-' */. W 6 {1, 2).
So in particular
HomM9)((7(/'1,Tl,x1), U{QX, r\ x')) ¥> 0 iff HomW8)( (TCpVT2^1) , U(QX, r2, x')) * 0.
So we can by Proposition 6.6 use the same argument as in Propostion 6.4.
6.8. Proposition. Let P = MAN be a minimal parabolic subgroup, x e a> t G M. Suppose there exists a parabolic subgroup Px D P such that indp1 t <8> x has a finite-dimensional subrepresentation W = W(PX, r, x). Let Q = MANq be a parabolic subgroup such that Px is the smallest parabolic subgroup containing P and Q. Proof. This follows from an argument similar to those of §3 in [15] . The details are left to the reader. Q.E.D.
6.9. Corollary. Assume in addition that Re x is dominant with respect to HP. The representation U(P, t, x) " isomorphic to a subrepresentation of indp W.
Proof. This follows from Propositions 6.5 and 6.6. Q.E.D.
We now return to the problem of estimating dim Exty(8)(7r2, 772). 6.10. Lemma. Suppose <Pj-y(ß)Tr2 ¥^ 0 for a simple root ß. Then dim Extxu(6)(TT2, trj) < dim ExtxU(a)(-p^_yiß)TT2, <Pj^y(ß)TT2).
Proof. Let 77 be a nontrivial two-fold self-extension of 772. Since <i>yr_Y(/8) is an exact functor, ^_ ,ßft is a two-fold self-extension of ^>j-yißyTr2. It is nontrivial since dim HomW8)(<f>J_y(i8)77, <t>j_yiß)TT2) = dim HomMa)(w, ^/_r(,3><i>Yr_r(^>^2) = l by [15] , [17] . Q.E.D. Proof. We first show that there are at most | IV(q, a)\ inequivalent principal series representations which contain <Py-y(ß)TT2 as a subquotient.
We call x the continuous parameter of the principal series representation U(P, t, x) and write x(wi) IOT the continuous parameter of the principal series representation with Langlands subquotient 77,.
Let b = t © a be a maximally split Cartan subalgebra of g. For p G b', put p = (px, p2) with px G f, p2 G a'. Choose a set 2* = 2+(g, a) of positive roots so that xí^i) is strictly dominant with respect to -2*. Let 2+ = 2+(gc, bc) be a set of positive roots compatible with the choice of 2 *.
By Proposition 5.5 we may assume that 77, is the trivial representation, i.e. that X(77,) = pP, y = p and y(ß) = 8(ß).
Note first that ß is not an imaginary root since in that case ß is compact and hence by [15] <í>p-A(/8)C/(,7l) = ° and Vp-S(ß)V2 = 0.
Now assume ß is a real or complex root. Then p -8(ß) = (pc -p°, p2), where pc is half the sum of the compact roots and (p°, a) = 0 for all compact roots a. By Theorem 7.3.2 in the Erratum Appendix to Chapter 7 of [1] <t>P'-%ß)TT2 cannot be a composition factor of a principal series representation U(P, t, x) with infinitesimal character p -8(ß) if <p2, p2> > <x, x>-But the choice of 2+(g, b) implies that if p = (px, p2) G b' is conjugate under W(qc, bc) to p -8(ß), then <p2, p2) < < p2, p2j. Hence <i>p_S(/3)772 is a subrepresentation of a principal series representation U(P, t, x) with <x> x) = <P2» P2)-So in particular x is conjugate to p2 under the Weyl group Wa of 2(a, g).
Since <Pp-s,ßyTT2 is contained in the Langlands subquotient of U(P, t, p) for some t G M, p G {wp2, w G rVa), we have p2 G £°(<i>p-S(/})772). The only subquotients of principal series representations whose leading exponent is conjugate to p2 are the Langlands subquotients. So there exists a unique t0 G M, so that 4>p-B^ßyir2 is a subquotient of U(P, t0, x)> X e {wf>2, w G W"}-Suppose U(P, t0, Xo) is a principal series representation so that Re Xo is dominant with respect to -2^ and HomiAa)(<>p-s<,8)w2> U(P, t0, xo)) * °-To prove the proposition it suffices to show that if for some parabolic Q Homt/<a)(<í>p-S(/3)772> 17(0, Tq, Xo)) 9* 0 then (/(Z*, t0, Xo) -i^(ô> To» Xo)-We first assume that ß is a complex root. 6 .12. Lemma. Suppose ß is a complex root and p -8(ß) = (pc -p°, p ). Then p is strictly dominant with respect to 1,P. ill By Corollary 6.9 4>jj_y(ßxir2 is a composition factor of D(P , r , x ) and since it occurs with multiplicity one in U(P0, t0, Xo) we have Homu(ay(<X_y(ß)TT2, D(PX, t1, x')) > 0.
We now prove the existence of such a representation D(PX, tx, x')-Let U(P, t, x) be the principal series representation with Langlands subquotient 77,, 2* and 2+ the set of positive roots in 2(g, a) and 2(gc, a © t) determined through P = MAN. Using induction by stages we can find for each maximal parabolic Px = MxAxNl D Pa degenerate series representation D(PX, tp, Xp) with Homu{g)(D(Px, rP, xp), U(P, t, X)) t* 0.
By Proposition 5.5 we may assume that 77, is the one-dimensional representation. So Xp --Pp, and Tp is the identity representation Id.
Let ß he a simple root in 2+. As for connected semisimple groups we define the functor <¡> in the case of a reductive group with finitely many connected components. Then by [15] <p»p_Biß)D{Px, Id, -Pp) = ind£ </>pp_a(/î)(Id ® -pp) ® id and VP-S(ß)(ld® -pP) = 0 iff ß G 2(n' ©Q1, a ©t).
So if Pß = MßAßNß D P is a maximal parabolic subgroup such that the restriction of ß to aP is nontrivial, then 4fp-«p)D(Pp, Id, -pP) *• 0. Q.E.D.
